
THE WORLD IS A BEAUTIFUL 
INTERCONNECTED BODY AND I 
HOPE ONE DAY THAT THE 
ORGANS ROT AND ATOMS 
BURST AND DATA OVERLOADS 
IN A CALCULATED MUTATION 
 

TYLER JORDAN + 



EQUIPMENT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 Timpani 2 Congas 2 Floor Toms Snare Drum 
Orchestral 
Bass Drum 

Small Cymbal 2’ Metal Chain Cowbell 

Metal Plate Triangle Electric Guitar Amp Distortion 
    Pedal 

Cables 2 Drum Sticks Guitar Strap 

Loose Guitar      
Strings 

Destruction 
Device 

Laptop Speakers Monitor 
3 Cymbal 
Stands 

2 Trap Tables 2 Music 
Stands 



SETUP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Secure the guitar onto the rear cymbal 
stand so it is hanging. Tie loose guitar 
strings to each metal and thread it 
through the guitar strings on the guitar 
itself, and set the metals on the drums 
shown before the piece. Multiple 
strings will most likely be needed to 
connect the distance between the 
guitar and drums. The bass drum 
should be locked leveled to the ground. 
Tune timpani relatively different, at 
least a 3rd (pitch is static throughout 
piece). Either have a trigger for the 
performer to start the video/audio or 
an assistant in the back of the audience 
to do it manually. The chain starts on 
the left trap table, and the chosen 
destruction device starts on the right 
trap table. These tables can be used to 
set the drum sticks/chain down when 
swapped for metals as mallets. The left 
trap table is also used as the RITUAL 
SITE for the CADENZA to set down 
collected metals. The performer should 
avoid facing the audience until the 
RESURRECTION or EXECUTION RITUAL. 

The music stand next to the bass drum 
should be used for the CADENZA, which 
should be printed on 11” x 17” paper. 
fffffff 



NOTATION 
 
TEMPO STAFF is used to show the performance tempo. Dashed lines indicate static tempo, while solid 
lines represent ritardandi and accelerandi. The performer should memorize the approximate 
placement of the four tempi used, 44, 60, 86, and 134. 
 
PERCUSSION STAFF is used to show the 8 drums used. Top to bottom on the staff represents the 
performers left to right of the setup, with each space accounting for one drum. When two different 
types of mallets are used, stem-up notes are left hand mallet and stem-down notes are right hand. 
Noteheads 

• [standard] – strike drum membrane 
• [x] – strike metal object on drum 
• [x w/ parentheses] – grab metal off drum (see articulations) 

Articulations 
• [accent] – stronger attack, more aggressive visually 
• [up/down arrow] – slowly raise lower chain off/onto the drum head, duration also shown with 

trill line 
• [staccato] – place metal object on indicated drum 
• [cymbal/cowbell/triangle/plate/chain] – take the indicated metal off of indicated drum to be used 

as a mallet 
• [rotation circle] – with chain on drum head, use drum stick to draw a circle around the drum head 

in order to activate the chain against the membrane 
 
Performance of the material should be focused on the accuracy of short phrases first. If additional 
rest or exaggerated slow tempo is needed to better transition between phrases, proceed as best 
allows for the communication of an EXPLOSIVE and DEVASTATED sound world.  
 



 
ACTION STAFF is used to show mallet changes. The upper line is the performer’s left hand and the 
lower line is their right hand. The drum sticks and any of the five metals are used as mallets 
throughout the piece. An empty hand is used to show the performer not currently holding a mallet in 
that hand. Also, metals may be shook in the air to activate the guitar strings, indicated by a trill line. 
 
GUITAR STAFF is used to show actions specific to the guitar and its movement. 
 
VIDEO STAFF is used to show when the video begins and its short alignment. Besides its entrance and 
the performer’s re-entrance at the start of measure 32, the video does not need to be aligned with the 
performer until the end of the piece, where PREPARATION and TRANSMUTATION indicate changes in 
the RESURRECTION or EXECUTION RITUAL. The video should be constructed by the performer by 
recording themselves playing the indicated metered rolls and inserting them as notated into a video 
editing software, or alternatively by using MIDI and a virtual video element to represent the performer 
and the 8 drum positions. Optionally, the audio may incorporate progressional distortion towards the 
end, visually and/or audibly. 
 
The CADENZA and its subsequent material continue until the video ends. Follow all instructions on 
these pages. This material should be highly theatrical and loud. Have an execution action ready, even 
though you may not need it; be sure that the destruction device is visible on the right trap table to the 
audience. The video audio may be run through speakers placed behind the audience or through a PA 
system if the venue has one available. The video should be behind the audience, either on a monitor 
or projected. For a virtual performance, such as a livestream or uploaded media, the video element 
may be placed on top of the performance footage with opacity set to 50% when it enters. 

 
 



PROGRAM NOTES 
 
The universe has your mouth suctioned to its breast. A perfectly balanced concoction of nutrients, 
poisons, and codes. Flame no longer has its properties, but they are still experienced. Evolution is 
given far too much praise. Present virtualization is a tool for reality. Faith in the positive feedback 
loop. Fuck off, old cunt. Look to your side and see ten million corpses hanging from one million tits. 
fafafafafafafa 
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